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29 June 2018
Dear Ms Goulding,
Our Refs: ICO: FS50728047; HO: 41663
Your Ref: RB/CCT/11015-1-0/82
Thank you for your letter of 18 May on behalf of your client, Privacy International,
regarding the Home Office’s response of 16 May to an earlier freedom of information
request on CCDC or ‘Covert Communications Data Capture’ equipment (ref 41663). For
convenience, I have included both letters in the Annex to this response.
You have sought clarification on several points related to the handling of your client’s
request, which I will address in turn.
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You asked for further explanation of the statement made in our response of 16 May. As
w
you are aware, Privacy International made a request for records relevant to the use of
.
CCDC equipment by police in the United Kingdom. Whilst the Home Office has revised its g
position to confirm that we do not hold relevant records, in order to provide a
o
comprehensive response to your client, and given the nature of the request made, regard v
has been given to the broader question relating to the capability of public authorities to
.
identify communications equipment. As specified in our response, ownership and
u
operation of any relevant devices is an operational matter for public authorities.
k
You sought clarification on the position regarding relevant legislation governing the use of
CCDC equipment. Our response to your client of 17 August 2017 made clear that, whilst
legislation in the area is technology neutral (so does not mention specific law enforcement
capabilities), the Police Act 1997 (Part 3), the Covert Surveillance and Property
Interference Code of Practice (Chapter 7) and the safeguards contained therein, would be
of relevance to any investigative activity that may covertly interfere with property or
wireless telegraphy. Additionally, Part 5 of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (IPA), which
provides for equipment interference warrants, will also be of relevance to police force
capabilities once these provisions are commenced for law enforcement agencies. The IPA
was subject to extensive debates in Parliament and contains numerous safeguards, for

example, making provision for equipment interference warrants to be approved by a
Judicial Commissioner under the ‘double lock’ authorisation model. Part 8 of the IPA
ensures that the use of any covert operational techniques deployed by public authorities is
subject to robust oversight via the Investigatory Powers Commissioner and Judicial
Commissioners. Also of relevance is the revised draft ‘Covert Surveillance and Property
Interference Code of Practice’ currently before Parliament, and the ‘Equipment
Interference Code of Practice’. Suffice to say, all of the legislation and Codes of Practice
referred to above are in the public domain.
Finally, you asked what searches were carried out by the Home Office in order to conclude
its (revised) position of ‘no information held’. When considering this request, all relevant
Home Office policy teams were consulted and each conducted thorough searches for any
information held concerning CCDC equipment. As the Acts and Codes of Practice
referred to above are technologically neutral, it has been confirmed that there is no
information held in relation to the specific technology referred to by your client.
I wish to inform you that we have communicated this position to the ICO.
Yours sincerely
R Taylor
Information Rights Team
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